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Abstract. The prediction of wheel and rail wear is a fundamental issue in the railway field,
both in terms of vehicle stability and in terms of economic costs (planning of maintenance
interventions). In this work the Authors present a wear model specifically developed for the
evaluation of the wheel and rail profile evolution, the layoutof which is made up of two mutually
interactive but separate units: a vehicle model for the dynamical analysis and a model for the
wear evaluation. The first one consists of two parts that interact online during the dynamic
simulations: a 3D multibody model of the railway vehicle and an innovative 3D global contact
model for the detection of the contact points between wheel andrail and for the calculation
of the forces in the contact patches. The wear model starts from the outputs of the dynamic
simulations (position of contact points, contact forces and global creepages) and calculates the
pressures inside the contact patches through a local contact model; then the material removed
due to wear is evaluated (by means of experimental laws correlating the friction power produced
by the tangential contact forces and removed material by wear) and the worn profiles of wheel
and rail are obtained.

Subsequently the new model has been compared with the wear evaluation procedure imple-
mented in Simpack, a widely tested and validated multibody software for the analysis of the
railway vehicle dynamics; the comparison aims both to evaluate the model performance (in
terms of accuracy and efficency) and to further validate the wear model (just tested, as regards
the weel wear prediction, in previous works related to the critical Aosta-Pre Saint Didier line).
The Simpack wear procedure layout is similar to that of the developed model: the main differ-
ence is the absence of the local contact model inside the wear model because of the global wear
approach used by this software.

The comparison has been carried out considering a benchmarktrain composed by a loco-
motive (E.464) and a passengers vehicle (Vivalto) providedby Trenitalia while the simulations
have been performed on a mean Italian railway line (obtained by means of a statistical anal-
ysis based on the data relative to the whole Italian railway netprovided by Rete Ferroviaria
Italiana).
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this work the Authors will present an innovative model to estimate the evolution of the
wheel and rail profiles due to wear based on a combination of multibody and wear modeling;
subsequently an exhaustive comparison with the wear evaluation model implemented in the
Simpack commercial multibody software is performed both interms of accuracy and efficency
performance and to further validate the wear model (in addition to the wheel wear analysis
carried out in previous works [4]). In more details the general model layout is made up of two
mutually interactive parts: thevehicle model(multibody model and 3D global contact model)
and thewear model(local contact model, wear evaluation and profiles update).The multibody
model of the vehicle is implemented in Simpack environment and accurately reproduces the
vehicle dynamics taking into account all the significant degrees of freedom. The 3D global
contact model, developed by the Authors in previous works [3], detects the wheel-rail contact
points by means of an innovative algorithm based on suitablesemi-analytic procedures and
then, for each contact point, calculates the contact forcesthrough Hertz’s and Kalker’s theory
[6]. As regards the wear estimation, the procedure is based on a local contact model (in this case
the Kalker’s FASTSIM algorithm) and on a wear model exploiting an experimental relationship
for the calculation of the removed material. The wear model,starting from the outputs of the
local contact model (pressures and local creepages), calculates the total amount of removed
material due to wear and its distribution along the wheel andrail profiles. The removal of the
material is carried out considering the different time scales characterizing the wear evolution
on the wheel and on the rail. The wear model implemented in Simpack software [1] uses a
global approach to the wear estimation that does not consider any local model for the contact
patch investigation with a model precision loss. With the only exception of the local contact
model, the general architecture is similar to that of the newwear model; in this way an accurate
comparison between the models has been possible in terms of accuracy and efficency.

The train set to be investigated in order to evaluate the capability in wear estimation of the
two compared wear models is a train composition widely used in Italian railways made up
of a locomotive (E.464) and a passenger vehicle (Vivalto) the technical data of which have
been provided by Trenitalia. All the simulations are performed on a virtual track, specifically
designed to represent a statistical description of the whole Italian railway net [4]. The data
necessary to build the virtual track model have been provided by RFI.

2 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE MODEL

In this section the layout of the two considered wear models will be described; the innova-
tive model developed in this work is indicated as UNIFI model, while the benchmark model
implemented within the Simpack multibody software is marked with SIMPACK model [1].

The UNIFI model, developed in collaboration with Trenitalia and RFI, is made up of two
main parts: the vehicle model and the wear model (see Fig. 1).

The vehicle model aims to simulate the vehicle dynamics and is composed by the multibody
model of the railway vehicle that in this work consists of a locomotive (E.464) and of a passen-
gers vehicle (Vivalto) (a vehicle configuration widely usedin the Italian railway net) and by the
3D global contact model; the two subsystems interact onlineduring the dynamic simulations at
each time integration step creating a loop. In more detail the first one evaluates the kinematic
variables (positions, orientations and their derivates) of the wheelset and consequently of each
wheel-rail contact pair while the second one, starting fromthese quantities, calculates the global
contact variables (position of the contact points, geometry of the contact patches by means of
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Figure 1: General Architecture of the UNIFI Model.

Figure 2: Global view of the multibody model.

the evaluation of its semiaxes, contact forces and global creepages) that are then passed to the
multibody model in order to continue the simulation of the vehicle dynamics. The 3D global
contact model carries out both the detection of the contact points thanks to an innovative algo-
rithm developed by the authors in previous works [3] and the evaluation of the contact forces
using Hertz’s and Kalker’s global theories [6]; the algorithm does not introduce any simplifying
hypothesis on the geometry and kinematics of the contact problem and can be implemented
directly online without using look-up table for the evaluation of the contact variables. The
dynamic simulations has been performed with the Simpack multibody commercial software:
the multibody model has been built directly in Simpack environment while the global contact
model, implemented in C/C++ environment, has been customizedby means of the Simpack
User Routine module(implemented in FORTRAN environment) capable of handle the interac-
tion between Simpack and routines defined by users. The railway track is the other main input
of the vehicle model; in this research activity the mean Italian railway line has been considered,
approached by means of a statistical analysis starting fromthe data relative to the whole Italian
railway net (provided by RFI) and consisting of an ensemble ofNc curvilinear tracks, each of
length equal toltrack, characterized by a radius valueR, a sopraelevationh, a suitable velocity
V and a statistical weight factorpk; this approach is obviously necessary because of the length
and the complexity of the considered track that would make both its multibody modeling and
the computational load impractical. The outputs of the vehicle model represent also the input
of the wear model and are the global contact variables evaluated during all theNc dynamic
simulations.

The wear model has been fully implemented in Matlab environment and is made up of three
distinct phases: the local contact model, the wear evaluation and the profile update. Starting
from the global contact variables, the local contact model (based both on the Hertz’s local theory
and on the simplified Kalker’s algorithm FASTSIM) evaluatesthe local contact parameters (the
contact pressures and the local creepages) and divides the contact patches into adhesion and
slip zone. Then, within the slip area, the distribution of removed material both on the wheel
and on the rail surface is calculated by means of an experimental law that correlates the volume
of removed material with the frictional dissipated energy at the contact interface. Finally the
profiles of wheel and rail are updated removing the material from the original profiles. The new
profiles are the outputs of one discrete step of the whole model loop and have to be passed back
to the vehicle model in order to proceed with the wear cycle calculating the vehicle dynamics
with the updated profiles.

The evolution of the wheel and rail profiles is therefore a discrete process. In this research
the choice of the discrete step is a main issue and, as will be clarified in the following, has
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to consider the difference between the time scales of the wheel and rail wear evolution rate.
For the wheel wear prediction the total mileagekmtot traveled by the benchmark vehicle has to
be subdivided in discrete steps with a suitable strategy andwithin each step (corresponding to
kmstep traveled by the vehicle) the wheel profile will be supposed tobe constant. For the rail,
instead, the depth of the wear does not depend on the traveleddistance but on the total tonnage
burden on the track and thus on the number of vehicles moving on the track; particularly the
total vehicle numberNtot will be subdivided in discrete steps (corresponding toNstepvehicle on
the track) within which the rail profile is supposed to be constant.

As regard the discretization strategy, the number of discrete steps should be chosen according
to a good balance between the model precision and the computational load. Furthermore several
types of update procedures exist [8]: the constant step and the adaptive step are the main ones.
In the first one a constant update step is defined while the second one is based on the definition
of a threshold value that imposes the maximum material quantity to remove at each profiles
update; consequently the update step is variable. In this work the second method has been
chosen because the adaptive step is more suitable to follow the nonlinear behavior of the wear
evolution; in fact the wear evolution both of wheel and rail in the first phase is characterized by
an higher rate (due to the initial non conformal contact between the unworn profiles) while in a
second phase a slower rate due to the higher conformal contact is present.

In order to make the comparison between the two wear models more accurate, the SIMPACK
model layout is similar to the UNIFI one, with the exception of the local contact model. There-
fore the whole model consists of the following parts: the vehicle model fully implemented in
Simpack environment (composed by the multibody vehicle andthe global contact model) and
the global wear model (made up of the wear evaluation direclyimplemented in Simpack and
the profile update realized in Matlab environment). The maindifference between the two con-
sidered wear models is the approach to the wear problem: the SIMPACK model uses a global
approach to the wear evaluation without taking into accountthe local contact variables (pres-
sures and creepages) within the contact patch and consequently its subdivision in sliding and
adhesion zone but using only the global contact variables. This aspect leads to a reduction of
the computational load due to the absence of the contact patch discretization and investigation
but it mainly causes a decrease of the whole model precision.

Related to the vehicle model, the multibody model is always the vehicle composition made
of the locomotive (E.464) and the passengers vehicle (Vivalto) and there are no differences with
respect to the UNIFI model. On the contrary, concerning the global contact model, the version
implemented in the Simpack commercial software has been used. Also this model is capable of
calculating the global contact forces and of detecting the multiple contact points at the wheel-
rail interface; however, for the research of multiple contact points, the wheel and rail surfaces
are divided in three different zones within which a single point can be detected, introducing a
limitation on the number of contact points and especially ontheir position. In addition to the
simplifying hypothesis on the geometry and kinematics of the contact problem, the Simpack
contact model uses look-up table to evaluate the contact parameters with a consequently loss of
the model precision. The profile update strategy has been implemented in Matlab environment
in order both to reproduce the same strategy adopted in the UNIFI model and to customize the
wear evaluation model implemented in Simpack (based on a different wear law with respect to
the UNIFI model).
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3 THE VEHICLE MODEL

In this section a brief description of the vehicle models (made up of the multibody model
and the global contact model) will be given. In particular the global contact models used in the
two architectures will be analyzed (the strengths and weaknesses will be emphasized); while,
concerning the multibody model, the common benchmark vehicle will be presented.

3.1 The Multibody Model

A railway vehicle composition widely used in the Italian railway net comprising a E.464
locomotive and a Vivalto passenger transport unit is considered in this work (see Fig. 2).

The TRAXX 160 DCP, well known with the E.464 commercial name, isa set of light electric
locomotives widely used with the passengers vehicle on short and medium distance; its physical
and geometrical characteristics can be found in literature[5]. The E.464 bogies are two motor-
axes ones (wheel formulaB0B0) with two suspension stages for the rigid bodies connections
(see Fig. 3).

The primary suspension stage (see Fig. 3) is composed by a rigid rod that connects the
axlebox with the bogie frame by means of appropriate flexiblejoints, two coil springs and a
damper the arrangement of which is not perfectly vertical toallow the damping of later motions
between axlebox and bogie frame. The secondary suspensionsconnect the bogie frames to the
coach and it comprises four coil springs, six dampers (the verticals ones, the laterals ones and the
anti-yaw ones) and a traction rod for the bogie connection tothe coach.The main characteristics
of the suspensions can be found in literature [5].

Figure 3: E.464: bogie and suspension stages. Figure 4: Vivalto: bogie and suspension stages.

The main feature of the Vivalto coach is the possibility of holding the passengers on two
different levels realized in the middle of the carriage. Theweight increase resulting from this
configuration has led to install three ventilated brake discs for each wheelset, in order to obtain
good braking performance. The main physical and geometrical properties used for the multi-
body model can be found in literature [5]. The Vivalto bogiesare two trailer bogies with two
suspension stages designed by Siemens company, marked SF-400 (see Fig. 4). The primary sus-
pensions are composed by two coil springs and two pivots concentric with the coil springs and
forced and welded on the bogie to connect the wheelset; on thepivots suitable rubber springs
are fitted. With the particular realized assembly, the coil springs work only in vertical direction
while the traction, brake and lateral forces act on the rubber springs. Moreover the primary
suspension is equipped with two vertical bumstops (one for each coil spring) and a damper the
arrangement of which is not perfectly vertical for the same reasons treated above. The sec-
ondary suspension is made up of two air springs set up in series at two ”emergency springs”
which have the purpose to ensure the safety in deflated springcondition; in the modeling a sin-
gle spring with the characteristic given by the springs mounted in series has been considered.
In addition the suspension comprises a common zeta link for the connection between the bogie
and the coach, a roll bar necessary because of the rise of the coach center of gravity due to the
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two passenger levels, two lateral damper and two lateral bumpstops. The main characteristics
of the suspensions can be found in literature [5].

3.2 The Global Contact Model

Dynamic simulations of railway vehicles need a reliable andefficient method to evaluate the
contact points between wheel and rail, because their position has a considerable influence both
on the direction and on the magnitude of the contact forces. In this section the two different
global contact models used in this research will be described.

3.2.1 UNIFI Global Contact Model

The UNIFI global contact model is divided in two parts: in thefirst one the contact points are
detected by means of an innovative algorithm developed by the Authors in previous works [3],
while in the second one the global contact forces acting at the wheel-rail interface are evaluated
by means of Hertz’s and Kalker’s global theories [6].

The algorithm for the contact points detection starts from the standard idea that the contact
points make stationary the distance between the wheel and rail surfaces (see Figure 5(a)); in
more details the distance has a point of relative minimum if there is no penetration between
the considered surfaces, while it has a relative maximum in the other case. The innovative
adopted algorithm is a fully 3D model that takes into accountall the six relative degrees of
freedom (DOF) between wheel and rail and it is able to supportgeneric railway tracks and
generic wheel and rail profiles; moreover it assures both a general and accurate treatment of
the multiple contact without introducing simplifying assumptions on the problem geometry and
kinematics (with no limits on the number of contact points detected) and highly numerical ef-
ficiency making possible the online implementation within the commercial multibody software
without look-up table (in this way also the numerical performance of the commercial multibody
software are improved).

Two specific reference systems have to be introduced in orderto simplify both the model’s
equations and the definition of the wheel and rail geometrical surfaces. The auxiliary reference
system and the local reference system. The auxiliary systemOrxryrzr is defined on the plane of
the rails and follows the motion of the wheelset during the dynamic simulations: thexr axis is
tangent to the center line of the track in the originOr , the position of which is defined so that
theyrzr plane contains the center of massGw of the wheelset, and thezr axis is perpendicular
to plane of the rails. The local systemOwxwywzw is rigidly connected to the wheelset except for
the rotation around its axis and thexw axis is parallel to thexryr plane (see Figure 5(b)). In the
following, for the sake of simplicity, the variables referred to the local system will be marked
with the apexw, while those referred to the auxiliary system with the apexr; the variables
belonging to the wheel and to the rail will be indicated with the subscriptsw andr respectively.

The distance method algorithm (see Figure 5(a)) is based on aclassical formulation of the
contact problem in multibody field:
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Distance method. Figure 6: Contact global forces.

the outgoing normal unit vectors to the wheel and rail surface respectively,Rr
w is the rotation

matrix that links the local reference system to the auxiliary one (with elementsr i j ) anddr is
the distance vector between two generic points on the wheel surface and on the rail surface
(both referred to the auxiliary system):dr (xw,yw,xr ,yr ) = Pr

w(xw,yw)−Pr
r (xr ,yr ) with Pr

w = Or
w+Rr

wPw
w(xw,yw) the

position of the generic point of the wheel surface expressedin the auxiliary system.
The first condition (equation (1a)) of the system (1) imposesthe parallelism between the

normal unit vectors, while the second one (equation (1b)) requires the parallelism between the
normal unit vector to the rail surface and the distance vector. The system (1) consists of six
nonlinear equations in the unknowns(xw,yw,xr ,yr) (only four equations are independent and
therefore the problem is 4D). However it is possible to express three of the four variables (in
this case(xw,xr ,yr)) as a function ofyw, reducing the original 4D problem to a simple 1D scalar
equation. The reduction of the problem dimension using appropriate analytical procedures is
the most innovative aspect of the proposed method; from the second component of (1a) the
expressionxw1,2(yw) can be obtained (two possible values are present); then, similarly, from
the first component of (1a) the expression foryr1,2(yw) can be determined and from the second
component of (1b) the relationxr1,2(yw). Finally, replacing the variablesxw1,2(yw), xr1,2(yw)
andyr1,2(yw) in the first component of (1b), two simple scalar equations intheyw variable have
been found:

F1,2(yw) =−r ′
(

Gwz+ r32yw− r33

√

w2−xw1,2
2−b

)

−

(

Gwy+ r21xw1,2+ r22yw− r23

√

w2−xw1,2
2−yr1,2

)

= 0. (2)

The expression (2) consists of two scalar equations in the variableyw that can be easily solved
with appropriate numerical algorithms. The advantages of this approach based on the reduction
of the algebraic problem dimension are many: an high numerical efficiency that makes possi-
ble the online implementation of the new method within the multibody vehicle models without
look-up table is obtained, the analytical approach assuresan high degree of accuracy and gen-
erality and finally the 1D problem assures an easier management of the multiple solutions from
an algebraic and a numerical point of view. Thus, once obtained the generic solution (indicated
with the subscripti) ywi of equation (2), the complete solution (xwi, ywi, xri , yri ) of the system
(1) and consequently the contact pointsPr

wi = Pr
w(xwi,ywi) andPr

ri = Pr
r(xri ,yri ) can be found by

substitution. Eventually the physical conditions of no penetration between wheel and rail and
the convexity condition have to be satisfied so that the contact is physically possible.

Then, for each contact point the global creepagesε acting in the contact patch and the normal
Nr and tangentialTr contact forces, evaluated by means of the Hertz’s and the Kalker’s global
theory respectively, are determined (see Figure 6) [6].
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3.2.2 SIMPACK Global Contact Model

The Simpack wear model employs the global contact model implemented in the Simpack
multibody software both for the contact point evaluation and the global forces calculation [1].

The standard ORE S1002 wheel profile and UIC 60 rail profile havebeen introduced in
Simpack by means of cubics spline approximation; however a limitation on the number of
sampling profile points equal to 600 points is imposed by the software for computational time
requirements unlike the UNIFI global contact model where nolimitations are present. Among
all the of contact point detection algorithms provided by software, the more general and suitable
version has been chosen in order to compare the different models. This algorithm ensures
multiple contact point detection but, at the same time, introduces a set of simplifying hypothesis:

1. a maximum of three contact points for each wheel-rail paircan be detected;
2. the wheel profile is divided in three zones noted withtread, flangeandflange2areas:

for each of these a single contact point can be found. Moreover the flange2corresponding to
the back of the flange and thus only two actual contact points for each wheel-rail pair can be
detected. This limitation on the contact points position isan important approximation on the
kinematics of the contact problem;

3. suitable look-up tables for the calculation of thetread contact point location and of the
relative tangential forces are used to have reasonable calculation times;

4. theflangeandflange2contacts are calculated online without pre-calculated tables: more-
over for these points the wheel-rail contact is considered rigid. With this method, discontinuities
in the contact point position and other contact parameters (i.e. tangential forces) can arise when
moving the wheelset laterally over the track. On the contrary the tread point is detected con-
sidering a quasi-elastic contact. In this case wheel and rail are regarded as qualitatively elastic
by means of a special weighting and regularization function(calculated with the look-up table
mentioned above): it leads to a virtual contact patch instead of a single contact points and thus
no discontinuities can appear with this method. The two different approaches simultaneously
used for the contact points detection could result in solverand accuracy problems.

Concerning to the global normal forces calculation the contact between wheel and rail is
ensured by introducing a one-sided spring-damper element (producing a force only when there
is penetration between wheel and rail surface) which moves along the profiles depending on the
contact point position; the normal contact force is calculated from the equivalent penetration
by means of the Hertz theory. The tangential forces evaluation, instead, both for the online
calculation in theflangeandflange2zones and for the look-up table calculation in thetread
zone is based on the linear saturated Kalker theory.

4 THE WEAR MODEL

In this section the wear models will be described in details:particularly both the two different
wear evaluation procedures and the common profile updating strategy will be presented. The
update strategy (developed by the Authors) is necessary also for the SIMPACK model because
it is not structured to make a whole wear loop and specificallyit is not capable to pass back
the new worn profiles to thevehicle model. Related to the local contact model, not present in
the SIMPACK model, the Kalker FASTSIM algorithm widely used in railway applications has
been utilized and its wide and exhaustive description can befound in literature [6].
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4.1 The Local Contact Model

The purpose of the local contact model is the calculation of the local contact variables (nor-
mal and tangential contact stressespn, pt and local creeps, all evaluated within the contact
patch) starting from the corresponding global variables (contact pointsPr

w, Pr
r , contact forces

Nr , Tr
x , Tr

y , global creepageε and semiaxes of the contact patcha,b). The model is based on the
Kalker’s local theory in the simplified version implementedin the algorithm FASTSIM [6] and
consequently on the proportionality hypothesis between the tangential contact pressurept and
the elastic displacementsu, both evaluated within the contact patch:u(x,y) = Lpt(x,y) , L = L(ε,a,b,G,ν)

where the flexibilityL is a function of the global creepagesε , the semiaxes of the contact patch
a,b, the wheel and rail combined shear modulusG and the wheel and rail combined Poisson’s
ratio ν [6]. The local creepagess can be calculated by derivation considering both the elastic
creepages and the rigid ones:s(x,y) =

•
u(x,y)+V

(

εx

εy

)

whereV =
∥

∥Ȯr
w

∥

∥ is the longitudinal vehicle

speed. At this point it is necessary to discretize the elliptical contact patch in a grid of points
in which the quantitiespn, pt ands will be evaluated. Once the contact patch is discretized, the
FASTSIM algorithm allows the iterative evaluation of both the contact pressures valuepn, pt

and the local creepages in order to divide the contact patch in adhesion and slip zone. Indicating
the generic point of the grid with(xI ,yJ), the normal contact pressure is calculated by means of
the Hertz local theory, while for the tangential variables the following relationships hold:

if ‖pA(xI ,yJ)‖ ≤ µ pn(xI ,yJ)⇒

{

pt(xI ,yJ) = pA(xI ,yJ)
s(xI ,yJ) = 0

(3a)

if ‖pA(xI ,yJ)‖> µ pn(xI ,yJ)⇒

{

pt(xI ,yJ) = µ pn(xI ,yJ)pA(xI ,yJ)/‖pA(xI ,yJ)‖
s(xI ,yJ) =

LV
∆x(yJ)

(pt(xI ,yJ)−pA(xI ,yJ))
(3b)

whereµ is the static friction coefficient; equations (3a) and (3b) hold respectively in the adhe-
sion and slip zone. Iterating the procedure for all the grid discretization points (2≤ I ≤ nx and
successively for 1≤ J ≤ ny) and assuming as boundary conditionspt(x1,yJ) = 0, s(x1,yJ) = 0
for 1≤ J≤ ny (i.e. stresses and creepages zero out of the contact patch),the desired distribution
of pn(xI ,yJ), pt(xI ,yJ) ands(xI ,yJ) can be determined.

4.2 The UNIFI Wear Evaluation

The UNIFI model uses an experimental relationship between the volume of removed material
and the frictional work to evaluate the distribution of removed material on wheel and rail due to
wear (assuming dry contact conditions). The relationship is able to directly evaluate the specific
volumes of removed materialδ

P jk
wi (t)

(x,y) andδ
P jk

ri (t)
(x,y) related to the i-th contact pointsP jk

wi (t) andP jk
ri (t)

on the j-th wheel and rail pair during the k-th of theNc dynamic simulations.
The calculation ofδ

P jk
i (t)

(x,y) requires first of all the evaluation of the frictional power developed

by the tangential contact stresses; to this purpose thewear indexIW = pt •s/V (expressed inN/mm2)
is defined. This index, by means of appropriate experimentaltests, can be correlated with the
wear rate KW (expressed inµg/(m·mm2)) which represents the mass of removed material for
unit of distance traveled by the vehicle (expressed inm) and for unit of surface (expressed in
mm2). The experimental relation betweenKW andIW adopted is the following [4]:

KW(IW) =







5.3∗ IW IW < 10.4
55.12 10.4≤ IW ≤ 77.2

61.9∗ IW −4723.56 IW > 77.2.
(4)

Once the wear rateKW(IW) is known (the same both for the wheel and for the rail), the
specific volume of removed material on the wheel and on the rail (for unit of distance traveled by
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the vehicle and for unit of surface) can be calculated as follows (expressed inmm3/(m·mm2)):

δ
P jk

wi (t)
(x,y) = KW(IW) 1

ρ , δ
P jk

ri (t)
(x,y) = KW(IW) 1

ρ (5)

whereρ is the material density (expressed inkg/m3).

4.3 The SIMPACK Wear Evaluation

The SIMPACK wear model is an add-on module of Simpack multibody software and allows
the calculation of wear effects on the wheel and the rail profiles of a railway vehicle [1]. The
wear evaluation is a post-processing calculation after a time domain simulation. The global
wear approach leads to the estimation of the removed material starting from the global contact
creapages without considering the local ones within the contact patch and therefore this quan-
tity represents an averaged volume to be removed on all the contach patch surface, causing a
possible wear overestimation.

This model is based on the wear law proposed by Krause and Poll[7] that correlates the
volume of removed material for unit of distance travelled bythe vehicle(KSIM expressed in
m3/m) to the specific frictional powerISIM dissipated in the contact patch of areaA (ISIM =

Pg/A expressed inW/mm2: the global power isPg = Tr •sg where the global creapagessg =V

(

εx

εy

)

are expressed inm/s) by means of a proportionality law. It distinguishes between two wear
regimes,mild wear and severe wear, characterized by different material removed rates: the
wear coefficients, i.e. the proportionality factors between frictional work and removed material,
supposed the same for wheel and rail, are available in literature [7]:

mild wear: Cmild = 9.8710∗10−14 m3/J ISIM < 4W/mm2

severe wear: Csevere= 9.8710∗10−13 m3/J = 10∗Cmild ISIM ≥ 4W/mm2.
(6)

The removed material volume (for unit of length travelled byvehicle) for each rail and wheel
is then calculated:KSIM =CPg/(2·V) whereC is the proportionality factor of equation (6) andV is
the velocity of the vehicle. Finally the average removed material volume (expressed inm3/(m·
mm2)) in the normal direction to the profiles for the i-th contact patch of the j-th wheel and rail
pair during the k-th of theNc dynamical simulations are obtained:

δ tot
P jk

wi (t)

SIM(yw) =















0 yw ≤−b jk
wi/2

KSIM

2πw(yc jk
wi )·b

jk
wi

−b jk
wi/2≤ yw ≤ b jk

wi/2

0 yw ≥ b jk
wi/2

, δ tot
P jk

ri (t)

SIM(yr ) =















0 yr ≤−b jk
ri /2

KSIM

lk·b
jk
ri

−b jk
ri /2≤ yw ≤ b jk

ri /2

0 yr ≥ b jk
ri /2

(7)

wherew(yc jk
wi ) is the wheel radius evaluated inyc jk

wi (the trasversal position of the generic

wheel contact point),lk is the length of the k-th simulated track andb jk
wi, b jk

ri the generic contact
patch widths. The1/

[

2πw(yc jk
wi ) ·b

jk
wi

]

and 1/
(

lk ·b
jk
ri

)

factors average the removed volume for each

contact pointPc jk
i over the whole longitudinal development of the wheel and of the rail.

The global wear evaluation approach without local contact model for the investigation of
the local variables (pressures and creepages) within the contact patch and therefore without
distinction between sliding and adhesion zone in the contact area, leads to the evaluation of the
mean wear volumesδ tot

P jk
wi (t)

SIM(yw) andδ tot
P jk

ri (t)

SIM(yr) to substract from the rail and the wheel

profile uniformly along all the contact patch widthb. This approximation avoids the contact
patch discretization leading to a time calculation saving but obviously it cause also a decrease
of the whole wear model accuracy. The outputs of the SIMPACK wear evaluation are thus the
distributions of the removed materialδ tot

P jk
wi (t)

SIM(yw) andδ tot
P jk

ri (t)

SIM(yr).
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4.4 Profile Update Strategy

The profile update strategy is the set of numerical procedures that allows the calculation of
the new profiles of wheelwn(yw) and rail rn(yr) (the profiles at the next step), starting from
the old profiles of wheelwo(yw) and rail ro(yr) (i.e. the profiles at the current step) and all
the distributions of removed materialδ

P jk
wi (t)

(x,y) , δ
P jk

ri (t)
(x,y) andδ tot

P jk
wi (t)

SIM(yw) , δ tot
P jk

ri (t)

SIM(yr ) . The update
strategy is necessary also to remove the numerical noise that affects the previous distributions
and that can cause problems to the global contact models due to non physical alterations of the
new profiles.

Except for the first step, used only in the UNIFI case, the other update procedure steps hold
for the both investigated models; for the sake of semplicitythe apex SIM will be omitted when
the procedure steps remain the same (all the cases 2-7 exceptthe fifth step).

1. Longitudinal integration:
1

2πw(yc jk
wi )

∫+a(y)
−a(y) δ

P jk
wi (t)

(x,y)dx= δ tot
P jk

wi (t)
(y), 1

lk

∫+a(y)
−a(y) δ

P jk
ri (t)

(x,y)dx= δ tot
P jk

ri (t)
(y) (8)

wherew(yc jk
wi ) is the wheel radius evaluated iny jk

wi andlk is the length of the k-th simulated track.
This first integration is related only to the UNIFI model and sums, in the longitudinal direction,
all the wear contributes inside the contact patch, averaging this quantity over the whole longitu-

dinal development of the wheel and of the rail (by means of thefactors 1/
[

2πw(y jk
wi)

]

and 1/lk);

in other words it provides the mean value of removed material(expressed inmm3/(m·mm2)).

The difference between the terms 1/lk and 1/
[

2πw(yc jk
wi )

]

(the track length is much greater than

the wheel circumference length) is the main cause that leadsthe wheel to wear much faster than
the rail and consequently to a different scale of magnitude of the two investigated phenomena.
This reflects the physical phenomena that the life of the railis much greater than that of the
wheel.

2. Track integration:
∫ Tend
Tin

δ tot

P
jk
wi (t)

(y)V(t)dt ≈
∫ Tend
Tin

δ tot

P
jk
wi (t)

(sw−sc jk
wi (t))V(t)dt = ∆

P
jk
wi

(sw),
∫ Tend
Tin

δ tot

P
jk
ri (t)

(y)V(t)dt ≈
∫ Tend
Tin

δ tot

P
jk
ri (t)

(sr −sc jk
ri (t))V(t)dt = ∆

P
jk
ri

(sr ); (9)

the track integration sums all the wear contributes coming from the dynamic simulation to ob-
tain the depth of removed material for wheel∆

P jk
wi
(sw) and rail ∆

P jk
ri
(sr) expressed inmm=

mm3/mm2. In order to have a better accuracy in the calculation of the worn profiles, the natural
abscissassw andsr of the curvesw(yw) andr(yr) have been introduced. In particular the rela-
tions y≈ sw− sc jk

wi (t) , w(yw) = w(yw(sw)) = w̃(sw) andy≈ sr − sc jk
ri (t) , r(yr ) = r(yr (sr )) = r̃(sr ) locally hold (see Figure

7), where the natural abscissas of the i-th contact pointssc jk
wi andsc jk

wi can be evaluated from their

positionsP jk
wi andP jk

ri .

Figure 7: Normal abscissa for the wheel and rail profile.Figure 8: Discretization of the total mileage.

3. Sum on the contact points:

∑NPDC
i=1 ∆

P jk
wi
(sw) = ∆w

jk(sw), ∑NPDC
i=1 ∆

P jk
ri
(sr ) = ∆r

jk(sr ) (10)
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whereNPDC is the maximum number of contact points of each single wheel (and respectively
of each single rail).

4. Evaluation of wheelset wear and class wear:
introducing a new index to indicate the h-th vehicle wheelset, the average on the right and left
wheels for each wheelset (commonly listed with odd and even index respectively) is carried out
in order to consider the two-way traffic typical in railway vehicles:

∆w
hk(sw) = 1/2

(

∆w
(2h)k(sw)+∆w

(2h−1)k(sw)
)∣

∣

∣

Nw/2

h=1
. (11)

whereNw is the number of vehicle wheels. Then the following averagesto evaluate for each
wheelset the mean wear on all theNc tracks and for each of theNc class the mean rail wear
considering all the wheel-rail pairs have been performed:

∑Nc
k=1 pk∆w

hk(sw) = ∆w
h (sw),

1
Nw

∑Nw
j=1 ∆r

jk(sr ) = ∆r
k(sr ). (12)

5. Scaling:
the aim of the scaling procedure is to amplify the small quantity of material removed during the
Nc dynamic simulations and, at the same time, to limit the computational load. Assuming the
almost linearity of the wear model within a single step of thediscrete procedure (a working hy-
pothesis coming from the discrete approach of the model), itis possible to amplify the removed
material by means of a suitable scaling factor based on the idea that the wear rate characteriz-
ing the performed simulations associated to the considereddiscrete step remains the same also
inside the entire discrete step, since the vehicle always covers the same tracks both during the
performed simulations and during the whole discrete step. In this work adaptive discrete steps
(function of the wear rate) obtained imposing the thresholdvaluesDw

stepandDr
stepon the maxi-

mum of the material quantity to remove at each discrete step on the wheelsets and on the classes
of curves respectively have been chosen to update the wheel and rail profiles (see eq. 13-18 and
Fig. 8): in fact this method well fits in following the behavior of the wear evolution that could
present non linear characteristics outside of the discretesteps. The evaluation of the discrete
steps, with the consequent scaling of∆w

h (sw), ∆r
k(sr) and∆w

h
SIM(sw), ∆r

k
SIM(sr), represents the

major difference between the update strategy of wheel and rail:
(a) the removed material on the wheel due to wear is proportional to the distance traveled by

the vehicle; in fact a point of the wheel is frequently in contact with the rail in a number of times
proportional to the distance. The following nomenclature can been introduced (see Figure 8):
kmtot is the total mileage traveled by the considered vehicle,kmstep is the length of the discrete
step corresponding to the threshold value on the wear depthDw

stepandkmprove= lk is the overall
mileage traveled by the vehicle during theNc dynamic simulations. The necessity of acceptable
computational time for the multibody simulations leads to adopt small values of thekmprove

length and for this reason the relative removed material hasto be scaled with a multiplicative
factor. Finally the material removed on the wheels has to be scaled according to the following
laws:

∆w
h (sw)

Dw
step

Dw = ∆w
h

sc
(sw), ∆w

h
SIM

(sw)
Dw

step

DwSIM = ∆w
h

scSIM
(sw) (13)

kmstep=
Dw

step
Dw kmprove, kmstep

SIM =
Dw

step

DwSIM kmprove (14)

Dw = max
h

max
sw

∆w
h (sw), DwSIM = max

h
max

sw
∆w

h
SIM

(sw). (15)

The choice of the wear depth treshold must be a good compromise between numerical efficiency
and the accuracy required by the wear model.
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(b) the depth of rail wear is not proportional to the distancetraveled by the vehicle; in fact
the rail tends to wear out only in the zone where it is crossed by the vehicle and, increasing the
traveled distance, the depth of removed material remains the same. On the other hand the rail
wear is proportional to the total tonnage burden on the rail and thus to the total vehicle number
Ntot moving on the track. Therefore, ifNstep is the vehicle number moving in a discrete step,
the quantity of rail removed material at each step will be:

∆r
k(sr )

Dr
step
Dr = ∆r

k
sc
(sr ), ∆r

k
SIM

(sr )
Dr

step

Dr SIM = ∆r
k
scSIM

(sr ) (16)

Nstep=
Dr

step
Dr Nprove , Nstep

SIM =
Dr

step

Dr SIM Nprove, Nprove= 1 (17)

Dr = max
k

max
sr

∆r
k(sr ), Dr SIM = max

k
max

sr
∆r

k
SIM

(sr ). (18)

6. Smoothing of the removed material:

ℑ
[

∆w
h

sc
(sw)

]

= ∆w
h

sc
sm(sw), ℑ

[

∆r
k
sc
(sr )

]

= ∆r
k
sc
sm(sr ); (19)

the smoothing of the removed material function is necessaryto remove the numerical noise that
affects this quantity and that would be passed to the new profilesw̃n(sw), r̃n(sr) andw̃SIM

n (sw),
r̃SIM
n (sr) of wheel and rail causing problems to the global contact models. To this end, a discrete

filter (i. e. a moving average filter with window size equal to 1%÷5% of the total number of
points in which the profiles are discretized) has been used; obviously the discrete filter has to
conserve the mass.

7. Profile update:

(

yw(sw)
w̃o(sw)

)

−∆w
h

sc
sm(sw)nr

w
re−parameterization
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(

yw(sw)
w̃n(sw)

)

,

(

yr (sr )
r̃o(sr )

)

−∆r
k
sc
sm(sr )nr

r
re−parameterization
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(

yr (sr )
r̃n(sr )

)

(20)

the last step consists in the update of the old profiles ˜wo
(

sw
)

= wo
(

yw
)

, w̃SIM
o

(

sw
)

= wo
SIM

(

yw
)

and ˜ro
(

sr
)

= ro
(

yr
)

, r̃SIM
o

(

sr
)

= ro
SIM

(

yr
)

to obtain the new profiles ˜wn
(

sw
)

=wn
(

yw
)

, w̃SIM
n

(

sw
)

=

wn
SIM

(

yw
)

and ˜rn
(

sr
)

= rn
(

yr
)

, r̃SIM
n

(

sr
)

= rn
SIM

(

yr
)

; since the removal of material occurs in
the normal direction to the profiles (nr

w andnr
r are the outgoing unit vectors for the wheel and

rail profiles respectively), once removed the quantities∆w
h

sc
sm(sw), ∆w

h
sc
sm

SIM
(sw) and∆r

k
sc
sm(sr),

∆r
k
sc
sm

SIM
(sr), a re-parameterization of the profiles is needed in order to obtain again curves pa-

rameterized by means of the curvilinear abscissa.

5 WEAR MODEL VALIDATION

In this section the comparison between the developed wear model and the SIMPACK one
will be presented. Initially the procedure used to extract the statistical description of the Italian
railway net will be introduced. Then the wear control parameters for the wheel and rail will be
showed. Finally, the simulation strategy used to analyze the wear both on the wheel and on the
rail will be described and the results obtained with the UNIFI wear model will be analyzed and
compared with the SIMPACK wear model.

5.1 The statistical approach

The statistical approach to the track has been chosen to reduce and rationalize the total sim-
ulation work, avoiding excessively long simulations on thereal track. The idea is to substitute
the simulation on the whole track (the Italian railway net) with a statistically equivalent set of
Nc simulations on short curved tracks.
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Starting from the data of the whole Italian railway net (provided by RFI), the statistical
analysis has been performed by dividing the line in radius classes (determined byRm andRM)
and each of these in superelevation classes (determined by an hrange) [4]. The subclasses that
do not include curve have not been taken into account in the definition of the set ofNc tracks;
all theNc curved tracks are shown in Table 1.

The set consists inNc = 33 distinct elements (32 real curves and the straight line) character-
ized by a mean radius valueRr , the superelevation valuehr , the traveling speedVr and the statis-
tical weightpk (with 1≤ k ≤ Nc) that represents the frequency with which each curve appears
on the considered railway track. The radiiRr are calculated by means of the weighted mean on
all the curve radii included in the corresponding superelevation subclass (the weighted factor is
the length of the curves in the real track). For each subclass, the valuehr is the most frequent
superelevation value among the standard values that characterize the curves of the considered
superelevation subclass. The traveling speedsVr are calculated imposing a threshold value on
the uncompensated accelerationalim

nc = 0.6m/s2 , Ṽ2

Rc
− H

s g = alim
nc wheres is the railway gauge andg is

the gravity acceleration. The estimated speedṼ has been then compared with the maximum
velocityVmax on the line to get the desidered traveling speedVr = min

(

Ṽ,Vmax
)

.

Table 1: Virtual track.

Rm RM Rr hrange hr Vr pk
(m) (m) (m) (mm) (mm) (km/h) %

278 313 294 90–120 100 70 0.04
130–160 140 75 0.03

313 357 333 90–120 120 75 0.74
130–160 160 85 0.74

357 417 385 50–80 60 70 0.82
90–120 90 70 0.07
130–160 160 85 0.19

417 500 455 50–80 50 70 0.03
90–120 120 90 0.20
130–160 150 100 1.76

500 625 556 10–40 30 70 0.02
50–80 60 70 0.15
90–120 120 95 0.36
130–160 140 105 1.29

625 833 714 10–40 20 70 0.03
50–80 80 90 0.25
90–120 90 95 1.14
130–160 160 130 1.93

833 1250 1000 10–40 40 70 0.07
50–80 80 105 1.87
90–120 120 130 1.80
130–160 160 150 2.05

1250 2500 1667 0 0 70 0.09
10–40 40 95 0.56
50–80 80 140 2.27
90–120 110 160 1.78
130–160 160 160 0.73

2500 10000 5000 0 0 70 0.51
10–40 30 145 3.96
50–80 50 160 2.12
90–120 90 160 0.003

∞ 160 74.4

(a) Definition of the wheel control parame-
ters.

(b) Definition of rail control parameter.

Figure 9: Wear reference dimensions.

5.2 Wear Control Parameters

The reference quotas FH, FT and QR are introduced in order to estimate the wheel profile
evolution due to the wear without necessarily knowing a complete detection of the profile shape
(see Figure 9(a)). According to these quotas it will be possible both to establish when the worn
wheel profile will have to be re-profiled and to detect if the wear compromises the dynamical
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stability of the vehicle [2].
In regard to their physical meaning, both the flange thickness FT and the flange height FH

describe the size of the flange, while the flange height is alsoa measure of the wear on the wheel
tread. The QR dimension gives information related to the conicity of the flange.

An additional control parameter is then introduced to evaluate the evolution of rail wear.
Particularly the QM quota is defined as the rail head height inthe pointyr = 760 mm with
respect to the center line of the track: thisyr value depends on the railway gauge (equal to
1435mmin the Italian railway line) and on the laying angleαp of the track (equal to 1/20 rad).
Physically the QM quota gives information on the rail head wear (see Figure 9(b)).

5.3 Simulation Strategy

In this section the simulation campaign performed to study the wear on wheel and rail is
described. As explained in section 4.4, the two phenomena evolve according to different time
scales (several orders of magnitude) and a fully simulationof such events would require a too
heavy computational effort. For this reason the following specific algorithm has been adopted
for updating the profiles:

1. a suitable number of discrete steps both for the wheel and for the rail has been chosen,
nsw = 15 andnsr = 5, so to have a good compromise between calculation times andresult
accuracy. Consequently the wheel wear thresholdDw

step(see section 4.4) has been chosen equal
to 0.4 mmand the value of the rail wear thresholdDr

step (see section 4.4) has been set equal to
0.8 mmto obtain an appreciable rail wear during the simulations.

2. the wear evolution on wheel and rail has been decoupled because of the different scales
of magnitude. While the wheel wear evolves, the rail is supposed to be constant: in fact, in
the time scale considered, the rail wear variation is negligible. On the other hand, because of
the time scale characteristic of the rail wear, each discrete rail profile comes in contact, with
the same frequency, with each possible wheel profile; for this reason, for each rail profile, the
whole wheel wear evolution (from the original profile to the final profile) has been simulated.

Based on the two previous hypotheses, the simulations have been carried out according to
the following strategy:

Wheel profile evolution at first rail step: wh
0
i

p1,1

{(

wh
0
0 rk0

)

→
(

wh
0
1 rk0

)

→ . . .→
(

wh
0
nsw−1 rk0

)

→ wh
0
nsw

Average on the rails rk
(i+1)
1 for the calculation of the second rail step: rk1

p1,2
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1
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1
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Wheel profile evolution at fourth rail step: wh
nsr−1
i

pnsr,1

{(

wh
nsr−1
0 rknsr−1

)

→
(

wh
nsr−1
1 rknsr−1

)

→ . . .→
(

wh
nsr−1
nsw−1 rknsr−1

)

→ wh
nsr−1
nsw

Average on the rails rk
(i+1)
nsr for the calculation of the fifth rail step: rknsr
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(1)
nsr
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(2)
nsr

.

.

.

rk
(nsw)
nsr



















→ rknsr

(21)

wherewh
j
i indicates, for the h-th wheelset, the i-th step of the wheel profile that evolves on

j-th step of the k-th rail profilerk j with 0 ≤ i ≤ nsw−1 , 0 ≤ j ≤ nsr −1 , 1 ≤ k ≤ Nc and1 ≤ h ≤ Nw/2 . The

initial profileswh
j
0 are always the same for eachj and correspond to the unworn wheel profile.
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Initially the wheel (starting from the unworn profilewh
0
0) evolves on the unworn rail profile

rk0 in order to produce the discrete wheel profileswh
0
0,wh

0
1, ...,wh

0
nsw

(stepp1,1). Then the vir-

tual rail profilesrk
(i+1)
1 , obtained by means of the simulations(wh

0
i , rk0) with 0≤ i ≤ nsw−1,

are arithmetically averaged so as to get the update rail profile rk1 (stepp1,2). This procedure
can be repeatednsr times in order to perform all the rail discrete steps (up to the steppnsr,2).
The characteristics of the processor used in the simulations and the mean computational times
relative to each discrete step of the whole model loop are schematically summarized in Tab. 2.
The main numerical parameters relative to the integrator used for the dynamical simulations of
both the models are briefly reported in Tab. 3. The UNIFI model, thanks to the high numerical

Table 2: Computational time.

Wear Model Processor
Computational time

Dynamic simulation Wear simulation

UNIFI 38min 9min
INTEL Xeon CPU E 5430

SIMPACK
2.66 GHz 8GB RAM

1h 2min 4min

Table 3: Integrator parameters.

Integrator type ODE5
Alghoritm DoPri
Order 5
Step type fixed
Stepsize 10−4 s

efficiency of the new global contact model (see section 3.2.1) is rather faster than the SIMPACK
one despite the latter uses approximated look-up tables forevaluating the global contact param-
eters. On the other hand the heavy approximation of the global wear evaluation approach of the
SIMPACK model leads to a lower wear simulation time than that of the UNIFI model where
the contact patch investigation obviously has an impact on the computational load.

5.4 Evolution of Wear Control Parameter

In this section the evolution both of the wheel reference quotas (flange thickness FT, flange
height FH and flange steepness QR) and of the rail reference quota QM numerically evaluated
by means of the developed wear model will be compared with theSIMPACK model results.
The wheel quotas are shown as a function of thensw wheel steps while the QM parameter is
shown as a function of the rail stepsnsr. For reasons of brevity only the wheel quotas related
to the first and the last rail steps (rk0 andrk4) will be shown together with the rail quota QM.
For the same reasons only the results related to the head vehicle (E.464 locomotive) will be
presented considering that the first vehicle is the most critical from a wear viewpoint because
of the vehicle dynamics.

In Fig. 10, 13 the comparison between the FT dimensions for the two wheelsets of the front
bogie of the E.464 locomotive coach is presented. As it can beseen the thickness of the leading
wheel (w1i , w1i

SIM) decreases more than the same quantity of the rear wheel (w2i , w2i
SIM). It

is due to the vehicle dynamics (different load distributionon the wheels) and to the particular
position of the wheelset inside the bogie; the rear wheel of each bogie has a smoothing curve
entry because of the guide effects of the bogie itself.

The FH quota progresses are represented in Fig. 11, 14 and show that the wheel wear on
the tread is appreciable mainly for the first rail step (i.e. UIC60 unworn rail profile), due to the
more conformal contact between the wheel and rail surfaces as the rail wear increases. Also the
FH dimension displays more wear on the leading wheel while for the rear wheel the tread wear
is lower in all studied cases.

The QR trend are shown in Fig. 12, 15; the flange steepness decreases leading to an increase
of the conicity of the flange; also for this dimension the considerations related to the leading
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Figure 10: E.464: FT progress
at rk0 rail step.

Figure 11: E.464: FH progress
at rk0 rail step.

Figure 12: E.464: QR
progress atrk0 rail step.

Figure 13: E.464: FT progress
at rk4 rail step.

Figure 14: E.464: FH progress
at rk4 rail step.

Figure 15: E.464: QR
progress atrk4 rail step.

and rear wheel hold. Regards to the wheel reference dimensions all the proposed considerations
hold also for the Vivalto coach.

In Fig. 16 the QM evolution for the wear rail can be seen: for the sake of clarity the wear
progress of only three of theNc curves are represented (the first, the sixteenth and the thirty-
first curves). The QM trend shows that the rail wear increaseswith the curve radius decreases
according with the real wear phenomena (see Tab. 1:r1 j is referred to the minimum curve
radius,r16 j to an intermediate one whiler31 j to the maximum curve radius).

In conclusion the comparison of the reference dimensions leads to a good qualitative agree-
ment between the developed wear model and the SIMPACK one; both the models show the same
wear behavior concerning leading and rear wheelsets, contact conformity and curve radius.

In Fig. 17 the evolution of thekmstep as a function of the wheel discrete step numbernsw

is shown (for brevity only thekmstep related to the first and the latter rail step are presented).
Related to the first rail steprk0 the lowerkmstepvalues and their higher gradient in the first wheel
steps indicate the higher wear rate due to the initial non conformal contact characterizing the
coupling between the new wheel profile ORE S1002 and rail profile UIC60 with laying angle
equal to 1/20; the almost constant values in the latter steps(combined with higherkmstepvalues)
show at the same time the achievement of a more and more conformal contact as the wheel wear
increases. Considering the latter rail steprk4 the same curve trend can be seen but characterized
by higherkmstepvalues because of the worn rail profile that leads to an initial more conformal
contact than the previous case. In Fig. 18 the evolution of the Nstep as a function of the rail
discrete numbernsr is shown and it can be seen that the considerations referred to the variation
of the contact conditions (conformity) hold also in this case.

The Tables 4, 5 show the overall mileageskmj
tot traveled by the vehicle composition for each

rail steprk j and the total vehicle numberNtot burden on the track during the overall wear loop.
The increase of the total mileage as the rail profile is more and more worn is caused by the
increase of the conformity between wheel and rail surfaces.Finally, analyzing the difference
between the UNIFI and the SIMPACK model the Fig. 17 and the Tab.4 show, on average,
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Figure 16: QM progress. Figure 17: kmstepevolution. Figure 18: Nstepevolution.

Table 4: Evolution of thekmtot.

Wear Model km0
tot(km) km1

tot(km) km2
tot(km) km3

tot(km) km4
tot(km)

UNIFI 81460 88120 94350 102080 108950
SIMPACK 78530 84870 92020 98210 102790

Table 5: Evolution of theNtot.

Wear Model Ntot

UNIFI 7390900
SIMPACK 7074500

lowerkmstepvalues in the SIMPACK case that indicate an increase of the wheel wear due to the
probably wear overestimation caused by the global wear approach of the SIMPACK model that,
not considering the subdivision of the contact patch in slipand adhesion zone, lead to substract
the removed material due to wear in overall the contact patchitself; the same observation hold
for the vehicle numberNstepas can be seen in Fig. 18 and Tab. 5.

5.5 Evolution of the Wheel and Rail Profile

The wear evolution on the wheel profiles evolving on the first and on the latter rail steprk0,
rk4 for the wheelsets of the front bogie of the E.464 vehicle is presented in the Fig. 19-26.
As stated previously, the wheel profile evolution is described by means ofnsw= 15 steps and
the threshold on the removed material for each stepDw

step has been chosen equal to 0.4 mm.
From the figures it can be seen both the wear increase on the leading wheel with respect to the
rear wheel of the bogie and the wheel wear decrease when the wheel is coupled with the worn
rail profile rk4 with respect to the unworn profilerk0 due to the achievement of the conformal
contact in the wheel-rail pairs.

Figure 19: UNIFI model: E.464w1
0
i evolution. Figure 20: SIMPACK model: E.464w1

0
i evolution.

Figure 21: UNIFI model: E.464w2
0
i evolution. Figure 22: SIMPACK model: E.464w2

0
i evolution.

In Fig. 27-32 the rail profile evolutions related to the threedifferent curves of the statistical
analysisr1 j , r16 j and r31 j are presented; the removed material due to wear shows a rather
clear dependence from the curve radius and in particular thewear increases in the sharp curves
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Figure 23: UNIFI model: E.464w1
4
i evolution. Figure 24: SIMPACK model: E.464w1

4
i evolution.

Figure 25: UNIFI model: E.464w2
4
i evolution. Figure 26: SIMPACK model: E.464w2

4
i evolution.

because of the resulting vehicle dynamics and harder contact conditions. In all the studied
cases the comparison between the profile evolutions obtained with the innovative developed
wear model and the SIMPACK one results rather satisfactory without pronounced differences.

Figure 27: UNIFI: r1 j evolu-
tion.

Figure 28: UNIFI: r16 j evolu-
tion.

Figure 29: UNIFI: r31 j evolu-
tion.

Figure 30: SIMPACK: r1 j
SIM

evolution.
Figure 31: SIMPACK: r16 j

SIM

evolution.
Figure 32: SIMPACK: r31 j

SIM

evolution.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work Authors presented a complete model for the wheeland rail wear prediction
in railway application, developed thanks to the collaboration with Trenitalia S.p.A and Rete
Ferroviaria Italiana (RFI), which provided the necessary technical data referred to a vehicle
composition widely used in Italian railways (E.464 locomotive and Vivalto coach) and the track
data related to the whole Italian railway net. The whole model is made up of two mutually
interactive parts; thevehicle modelmade up of the multibody model and the global contact
model and thewear modelconsisting in local contact model, wear evaluation procedure and
profile updating. The performance of the innovative model have been compared with the wear
evaluation procedure implemented within the Simpack multibody commercial software in order
to have a further validation of the model besides the wheel wear validation referred to the
quite short critical scenario of the Aosta-Pre Saint Didierline performed in previous works [4].
The comparison has been carried out, from the track viewpoint, on the whole Italian railway
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net, analyzed by means of a statistical approach to reduce the total computational load; the
vehicledynamics and the wear evolution have been then simulated on theNc curvilinear tracks
of the statistical analysis. The results obtained in this research highlight how the innovative
model reflects the typical behavior of the wear phenomena (for example an higher removed
material for the leading wheel and for the sharp curves and a wear decrease when the contact
conditions achieve the conformal contact). On the other hand the comparison with the Simpack
wear model has given satisfactory results both in terms of reference dimensions and profiles
evolution; the only evident difference is a little wear overestimation of the SIMPACK model
probably due to the approximated global wear approach that does not consider the division of
the contact patch in adhesion and slip zone.

Future developments will be based on further experimental data (relative to other railway
track with an higher mileage than the Aosta-Pre Saint Didierline used in previous works) pro-
vided by Trenitalia and RFI and referred to advanced wear on the wheel (especially on the wheel
tread) and on the rail. In this way other analysis will be carried out in order to further validate
the whole model. Moreover the design of new wheel and rail profiles as well as of new bogie
shapes and suspension stages optimized from the wear viewpoint will be performed according
to the research interests of Trenitalia.
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